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AN A M E R I C A N P H Y S I
WAS ONE of a group of about a dozen Americans
invited to a conference on high-energy physics held
Moscow last Mav. The field we discussed there is a
branch of nuclear physics. In the last ten years there
have been applications of nuclear physics to technology
-the so-called peaceful uses of atomic e n e r g y ~ a n d
there have been applications to war. Rut there remains a
field of research which is pure nuclear physics-just the
efforts of scientists all over the world to try to find out
something about the structure of the atomic nucleus.
And it is this field of physics that we discussed at the
conference in Moscow,

Specificallv. we diqc~~ssed
a particular part of n u c l ~ a r
physics which is not the s ~ u d yof nuclei at rest. hut the
study of w h a t happen". to nuclei and their constituents
when the) collide at very high energies. producing new
particles which are never seen otherwise. After a small
fraction of a second these particles decay into electrons
and light and such things. Such transformation processes
of nuclear particles are. for the most part, what we discussed under the name of high-energy nuclear physics.
The sort of nuclear physics that has been applied to
the making of bombs and the making of piles for electric power is entirely low-energy nuclear phyqics. The
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high energy field ir so f a r without practical application.
At the Geneva Conference last year. Western and
Soviet scientists had already discufrsed the applications
of nuclear physics to atomic energ). From the point of
veiw of secrecy, our conference \\as very much in the
nature of an anti-climax since we were talking about
pure phy~ics.From another point of view. though, our
conference b a s more interestingbecause we were visiting the Russians at home. We mere meeting their fan]ilies and seeing how they lived-we v ere talking to them
over long periods- of time. And they must have full much
more at ease di home than they did when they were
trai elliiig abroad.
The sixty foreigners who came to the conference were
from the West and the East. There was our delegation
of about a dozen from the United States', including five
from California. There were some f h e or six from England, a few fiom France, 'ind a couple from Italy. There
were two reas-oiidhl) good physicists from China, and
there was a \cry famous oiie from Poland. There were
a number of people from other countries--one from
Roumania. one from Hungary. a ixiuple from tlie
"Korean People's Democratic Republic" and so on.
segregation in
At the begiriniiig. the Soviets
housing 11s. The Westerners were put in the Moscow, an
old hotel i n the center of tow11 literally a stone's throw
from the Kremlin. The People's Democrats went into
one of the new skyscraper building!- on the outskirts of
the city. There weie so many complaints from both sides
about the f a d that we were segregated that, after a week
or so, the People's Democrats were mo\ed in with us. We
got along very well. all of 113; we talked about physics,
and we talked about touchier subjects too.
The official sessions lasted about ten days and were
held at the various institute and university buildings
in and near Moscow. After the first one, I didn't go

back verj much to these sessions. The principal purpose
of the conference was to preseiit Soviet noik to tlie
Wes~erners. rather than the other way around. The
speeches were giten in Russian 1)) Russiati expeiimental physicists talking dholit their vork. and ?itnultaneou? traiislationfr came to us through t-alphones. This
system. so surce~fcfiilat the L h . w d s - lt+,s so lieie, because the tran'lators were not physicists. and. although
the Russians were cleailj talking about physics. the translators were not. 1 ou don't have to know tery much about
rcience to know that it would create 3orne difliciill\ when
the speaker said. "'We then applied perturbation theory,
neglecting term; of higher order:" and (lie tianslator
adid. "We made use of the method of distiirhdnce.-.
ignoring menher? of higher rank." So if you wanted to
listen you had to perform second translations in your
head, and that wasn't vei) convenient.
\\'hat 1 did most of the time \\as to try to engage
in informal discussions with small groups of Soviet
phys-icists. discnssing various pdrta of the fiontier of
physics and comparing their work with ours in particular fields.
1 expected to bee a great many women scientists at
the sessions. hecause I had been told that women comprised o\er half the medical profession, and I thought
[hat in physics too. perhaps. something like that was the
case. But there were only a few in the audience-about
the same number that would 1)e found in a corrcsponding; meeling in America.
Another tiling that 1 had expected was a great deal
of formality-a sort of "Herr Professor"' attitude among
the SoM'et physicists. But when the meeting Legail I
realized that there reall} wasn't veiy much formality.
Before five minutes had elapsed the Soviet scientists
mere on their feet. screaming at one another and arguing
desperately. In general. there was a great deal of m o -

tion and a great deal of heat generated as well as lots ot
light. So I find that the Soviet scientists are at least as
informal as our American ones-perhaps more so.
Soviet research in physics is not run in any unified
way. Although it i s just about all financed by the National Academy of Science, which is a branch of the
government. it is handled by many autonomous organizations and research institutes of the Academy. Aside from
Moscow State University. the most important research
is undertaken a t these institutes. There are a great many
of them, and, in or near Moscow, there must be about
a dozen which are wholly or partially devoted to highenergy physics. These institutes cooperate with one another but they are also rivals, like the various universities
in this country.
Soviet scientists are doing very good work. In almost
all of the field of high-energy physics, their work was
prelty much parallel to that going on in the United
States and other countries. There is, however, one particular branch which we might call ultra-high-energy
physics, or the physics of new unstable particles. in
which there has been very little work in the Soviet
Union. This is the physics of collisions at extremely
high energies in which new kinds of particles-the
socalled strange particles-are
produced. These are investigated in one of two ways-by
using cosmic radiation, which contains high-energy nuclear particles, or by
generating high-energy nuclear particles in accelerating
machines such as the Bevatron at Berkeley.

Bigger than the Bevatron
The Soviets have done very little with either of these
methods. So this subject, which has been under investigation in the West for three to five years, is just in its infancy in the Soviet Union. However, they are now
building a machine which will be bigger than the
Berkeley Bevatron. It should be ready in about a year,
and at that time they will presumably jump with all
four feet into ultra-high-energy physics. They will. of
course, be two o r three years behind the Berkeley people,
and they will have to start from scratch, but presumably
after a little while they will be doing equally important
work.
It is a little bit strange to find the Soviet Union,
supposedly such a practical country, pouring so much
money into a very abstract field. We asked one of
their principal theoretical physicists how they got all this
money from the government and he said, "Well, we
just say to them. 'Look at the Americans'.'' It seems that,
whereas we tell our government about the numbers of
mathematicians and physicists and engineers that are
being graduated by the Soviet universities-a
figure
which is in excess of the corresponding figure for the
tell their
United States, possibly about double-they
government about our fundamental researches in pure
science. And they apparently point out that scientists
become discouraged if they can't do the most important
frontier work in science, that they won't have the high28

est quality scientists if they can't train them tiy working
on the most advanced and the most spertaciilar problems. And so they apparently get unlimited fund'-;.
We took a trip to see the great new Russian arcelerator that will be ready next year. and also their
medium-energy accelerator which ha-; been running
for about seven years now. These are located in a new
village. which was built for the purpose. about 70 miles
from Moscow. on the Volga. The town is called Bolshaya
Volga-the
great Volga. The two laboratories there
each containing its gigantic accelerating machine. have
just been donated by the Soviet Government to an international organization which consists of countries whose
names you can guess-thp
Soviet Union, Poland, Bulgaria. Roumania. the 'Xorean People's Democratic Republic" and so forth. These are member countries. However, citizens from other countries will apparently be
invited to come and visit and spend a year or more
working at these laboratories. American physicists
are to be invited too. Whether they will accept and
whether the invitations will actually go through. no one
can say at the moment.

The wrong side of the fence
It was an all-day trip that we took; we spent the
morning looking at the existing accelerator. a large
part of the afternoon (until moit of us despaired of
ever getting any lunch) looking over the other one. A <
we were walking around the grounds of the second
accelerator, one of our physicists from Columbia was
talking with Danysz. the Polish discoverer of the hyperfragments. and he said to Danyqz, "Look, [ see barbed
wire over there and behind the barbed wire some people
in fatigue clothes; don't you see them?" And Danysz
looked over and said, "Yes, what about them?" And my
friend said, "Well, they are digging trenches and throwins' earth up into those trucks; who do you suppose
they are-slave
laborers?"' Danysz looked at him for
a little while, looked at the people, and looked at the
fence. Then he said, "What you are faced with is a
problem in topology; those people are outside the fence.''
Which was true. We were inside. The laboratories were
enclosed in barbed wire and apparently had been top
secret until just before our visit. We were the first Westerners to be shown them.
The contain, of course, the kind of equipment which,
in the United States, has been pretty much open to the
public ever since it was built. Physics of this port-highenergy physics-has
never been classified anywhere in
the world except Russia. Some of the attitude of suspicion, naturally, still hangs over these installations.
When I got tired walking around all the machines and
looking at all the equipment and listening to the "Oohs"
arid "Ahs" of the American experimental physicists, I
went out in hack to look at birds. Bird-watching is a
hobby of mine. After a minute I saw a woodpecker sitting
on top of a pile of wood behind the 4ccelerator Ruilding, arid I was staring at it, fascinated, because I had
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came running up and said (in Riissian. which I had
difficulty understanding 1. "ho. no, no. you mustn't stay
out heie: you mustn't look over in that direction; you

must go back in there an'd look at that atomic machinery."
So 1 went back in, and 1 found our American physicisti- staring rather open-mouthed at tlie accelerators.
The! are. of course, very much like ours; they were invented almost simultaneoiisly in Russia and the United
States. Rut what our phyaicisti- marveled at vms the
lavishness of the accelerators. They had apparently been
built without any regard for money at all. The equipment was the best that one could get, no matter 110%
expensive or difficult the method of manufacture. I,uis
Alvarez of Berkeley said that it reminded him of Lo,
Alamos during the war where the motto was. "Why use
lead when gold will do?"

Princely salaries
These people not only have nioney for their equipment but they also have lots of money for thenlselves.
The scientists are among the best paid people in tlie
whole country. The ruble, in which they are paid, costs
tlie tourist a quarter. However, it is not worth a quarter;
from what we could tell, it is worth more like ten
cents. A professor of physics will make several salaries.
He will be a professor at one of the institutes of the
Academy of Science where he does his research. That
will net him 6,000 rubles per month. He will he. at the
same time, half a professor at the university. which
will teach a course there perhaps for half
will get half a salary for this too. which is
more. Besides that lie is likely to be an Academiof the National Academy. and that honor
a salary of 5.000 rubles per month f o r
a man, then, will make 14,000 rubles a month,
is, even by American standards. quite a
11 the Soviet Union, although there isn't
to buy. it is. of courie, a princely salary. But
hat strikes one particularly is the contrast
the salaries. of other people. A maintenance emee-a
janitor or gardener-at
the same Institute
be making -100 rubles a month. a ratio of something
30 to 1. In the United States. the ratio would be

Political pressure
oviel scientists live very well they have
at least until the recent change of regimes.
able amount of political pressure. One of
st physicists ids under house arrest for
ears a s a result of a fight he had with
leased only about a year ago. He had
ed to do some work at his country estate dur
onfinenlent. His son, who was also a
ght him out some equipment and some
and he was able to do a little work, but it was

may not exist-spherical lightning. These balls of liekitning, which have been seen by various people-often
peasants-are supposed to come rolling down the rhimney and go spinui ig around on the hearth iug. I t is
uncertain whether they exist at all, of course; they aicB
somewhat in the same category as flying saucers.
However, the physicist wrote an excellent scientific
paper showing how. if these t h i n e do t-xkt. tlitly might
be explained h\ certain physical principles. It was cin
extremely ingenious piece of work-but
the great man
could certainly have been better employed during these
7 or 8 years. He is the director of one of the bigge-t
institutes near Moscow, and he is back in his office now.
His salary is 32,000 rubles a month and he has a Zis
limousine vvith a chauffeur who is supposed to be ihe
best driver in Moscow. and he ha5 a fine town house
and a country estate. and so on.
Other physicists didn't receive promotions which were
obviously due to them. because of the political and even
racial prejudices which were prevalent under the Stalin
regime. There were political arrest& and there was. i
feeling of uiiea~inessamong the scientists. A lot of this
seem;- to be changed.

Laughing at Stalin
Many of the people we met expressed a considerable
amount of relief at the change of government, and they
seemed happ! that they were now free to laugh a little
at the Stalin myth. And they do laugh at it. For example.
in the home of one scientist--in the bathroom. where.
let's say in rural America one might expect to find a
Sears Roebuck catalog, one finds the Oflicial Biography
of Stalin and one tears out pages.
Pure physics, which was strangely classified until
two years ago. is now declassified and the Russians
have published their results and are now free to communicate with foreign scientists. Whether all of Russia's
principal physicists will be able to visit foreign countiies
in the near future is another matter. Some of them are
impoitant ones have
allowed to travel. but many of t h ~
not been allowed to do so. It will be interesting to see
whether- in the next year or f-o -they will be able to
accept the invitations they have received fiom the United
States.
I expect that if things continue the wa! they have
been going in the last year or two. the Soviet scientist
will become an ordinary member of the world coinmunity of scientists, producing results, which will be on
the same level as ours. discussing them with us freely,
the West. just as
and making t r i p s ~ w ehope-to
were permitted to visit t h ~ n i .\^le should be delighttbd t~
have them. for they are very good scientists and .teiy
fine people.
"An American Physicist in Mini on," is a transsi ript of u talk
given at Town Hall in 1.05 4ngida on /uric 26. 1956

